NEOCORTECH LLC

"The Software Solution for Japanese Communication"

NEOCORTECH is the premier provider of Japanese communication solutions for computer users outside of Japan, using Microsoft Windows 32-bit operating systems. In fact, only NeocorTech’s machine translation (MT) products have been awarded the coveted Microsoft Windows 95 compatibility logo. Long heralded as the final solution in international communications, MT is now available between Japanese and English on a Windows 95 or NT computer. With Neocor's Tsunami MT, Typhoon MT, and KanjiScan programs, you don’t need any additional support software to recognize, display, edit, translate, print, and e-mail.

TSUNAMI MT is NeocorTech’s flagship software, and has been providing communication solutions for organizations and individuals that need to translate their English documents efficiently and effectively into Japanese. Tsunami’s key features are high translation speed, unmatched accuracy, and the capability to operate on English Windows with an English interface, and an English manual (a huge benefit for American companies that do not use Japanese operating systems). In addition to superior translation speed and accuracy, Tsunami MT conies with Japanese TrueType fonts, allows users to type Kanji & Kana with an English keyboard, and offers flexible Japanese formality and grammar settings.

TYphoon MT offers the highest standards for accuracy in electronically translating Japanese to English. Recognized Japanese text from KanjiScan, Japanese e-mail, or other Japanese documents are ideal for translation into English. Typhoon MT is packed with many of the same features as Tsunami MT such as a Japanese TrueType font, Japanese e-mail, a full-feature Front End Processor (FEP), a Kanji Reader, and the ability to operate on English windows without the need for Japanese support software.

KANJI SCAN is the first Optical Character Recognition (OCR) program available in the U.S. for scanning printed Japanese material. Once scanned it can be recognized accurately by KanjiScan and converted into a useable electronic document. In conjunction with Typhoon MT, Japanese-to-English program, a user can easily convert a printed Japanese page to a draft English translation in a matter of minutes. Using Neocor’s Japanese suite of programs has proven to be a tremendous productivity enhancement for anyone who regularly reads Japanese, or has the need to break through the language barrier.

For more about NeocorTech’s products and how they will assistant with you Japanese language needs, please visit our extensive web site at http://www.neocor.com. Or, give us a call at 1-800-693-9283 (international +1-619-483-2524).
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